
Mr. William J. Wiatrowski 
Acting Commissioner 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Postal Square Building 
2 Massachusetts Ave NE 
Washington, DC 202 12 

tinitcd ~rates ~cnetc 
WASHINGTON, DC 20510 

June 6, 2018 

Dear Acting Commissioner Wiatrowski: 

We write to express our concern over President Donald Trump's June 1, 2018 violation of 
federal guidelines restricting government officials from disclosing market-moving economic data 
prior to their scheduled release and commenting publicly on those data in the immediate 
aftermath of their release. We ask that your agency conduct an investigation to identify whether 
any individual or corporate entity was able to obtain and use market-moving information - either 
on June 1, 2018 or before - provided to the White House before its official release. 

Typically on the first Friday of each month, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) releases its 
monthly report on the Employment Situation.' The Chairman of the Council of Economic 
Advisers receives the data the day before it is released by the Department of Labor and briefs an 
extremely limited number of senior leaders on the report's findings. All Executive Branch 
employees, including the officials who had access to the data before the release are prohibited 
from publicly commenting on the contents of the report until an hour after its release.2 

The purpose of this policy directive, as stated by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
on September 25, 1985, was to "preserve the distinction between the policy-neutral release of 
data by statistical agencies and their interpretation by policy officials," and to avoid affecting 
"financial and commodity markets."3 The rules - later codified by the policy directive - were 
implemented in the wake of the Nixon Administration's attempt to politicize government data.4 

On June 1, 2018 at 7:2lam, President Donald Trump violated this policy directive by tweeting 
"Looking forward to seeing the employment numbers at 8:30 this moming."5 President Trump's 
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remark clearly implied that the employment numbers were positive for t11e ad1ninistration and 
surpassed market expectations. The market reacted iinn1ediately -yields on the 10-year 
'freasury note6

, the dollar index7
, and stock futures8 all increased following tl1e President's tweet. 

This is not the first ti1ne that this long-standing federal rule has been violated during President 
1'rump's presidency. l ... ast year, President Trump and former Wl1ite House press secretary Sean 
Spicer both Yiolated tl1e policy directive by tweeting about a jobs report on March 10, 2017 
during the mandatory one-hour cooling off period after tl1e BLS officially released the report. 9 

President Trump violated the cooling-off requirc1nent once again in August 2017. 10 

In fact, reports indicate that strategists ai1d market observers have started to use the President's 
twitter feed as a way of preparing for econo1nic data updates. 11 1'his demonstrates a lack of 
precision in protecting these sensitive data ai1d raises the additional concern that the policy 
directive may be routi11ely violated in other ways. 

We are conce111ed in particttlar that prerelease data 1nay have been disclosed beyond the \'ery 
small group authorized to see tl1e1n before their official release by the President or otl1er White 
House statI. A wider disse1nination increases the possibilit)' that this inside information could be 
used to unla\\'tlll advantaf:e i11the1narket. The nun1erous conflicts of interest in the financial 
holdings of the President 2 and other high-level White House staffers, 13 and their continued 
secrecy about these holdings heightens ottr concern about insiders obtaining or using this 
information. 

Additionally, we are. concerned about the hnplications the release of other economic data by the 
President and 1nembers of the Exect1tive Branch can have on the 1narket. 
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Therefore, we ask that the Bureau of Labor Statistics conduct an investigation into what controls 
are in place to prevent members of the Executive branch from releasing statistical data prior to 
their official publication and whether or not they were used for this most recent report as well as 
for reports in the past. We ask that you provide answers to these questions no later than June X, 
2018. 

1. What controls does the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) have to prevent members of the 
Executive Branch from commenting on the content of statistical data reports prior to their 
official release? 

a. Were these controls used for the release of the most recent Employment Situation 
Report? Have these controls been used for the release of previous Employment 
Situation Reports and other reports released by the BLS? 

b. To your knowledge, are those controls simi lar at other statistical agencies such as 
the Bureau of Economic Analysis and Census Bureau? 

2. Does the BLS consider the Employment Situation Report as market-moving information? 

3. Does the BLS believe that the President is subject to Statistical Policy Directive Number 
3? 

4. Has the BLS conducted an investigation or do you plan to conduct an investigation of 
President Trump's early comments on BLS data? 

5. What penalties are in place for individuals that release information in vio lation of 
Statistical Policy Directive Number 3? 

6. In response to the release of information by President Trump, will BLS make any 
modifications to current rules and procedures regarding the disclosure and release of 
information from BLS economic reports? 

Unite States Senator 

Michael F. Bennet 
United States Senator 

Sincerely, 

/byde~gb 
United States Senator 


